Introduction {#s1}
============

Gene circuits are sets of interacting genes and proteins (and perhaps other biological molecules). It is now widely recognized that stochastic fluctuations play an important role in the dynamics of gene circuits [@pone.0034536-Krn1] The effects of these fluctuations on gene expression have been studied in a variety of papers [@pone.0034536-Raser1]--[@pone.0034536-aatay1]. In fact, these stochastic fluctuations may explain some aspects of phenotype behavior: how differentiated cells emerge from cells with identical genetic makeup and identical environments, although many other so-called epigenetic effects such as DNA methylation, histone modification, and small interfering RNAs also play a role in differentiation and inheritance of differentiated characteristics [@pone.0034536-aatay1]--[@pone.0034536-Mazzio1].

These fluctuations, always present when gene copy numbers and the numbers of resulting messenger RNAs (mRNAs) and proteins are small, must be taken into account to understand the dynamics of genetic oscillators such as circadian clock networks. Similar issues arise in the modeling of chemical reaction networks [@pone.0034536-Gillespie1] and ecological populations [@pone.0034536-Lande1] when the number of constituents is small. In this paper, however, we focus on the dynamics of gene circuits.

Many studies of gene regulatory circuits have focused only on steady-state behavior. For many gene circuits, however, temporal behavior yields important information that is not accessible from just steady-state conditions. Furthermore, in many situations, protein production occurs in bursts and sometimes gene regulation varies in time due to environmental changes, cell differentiation and disease. Measuring and understanding the temporal dynamics of gene circuits also helps to identify causal relations and feedback loops, the details of which are hidden under steady-state conditions. The importance of temporal behavior in understanding gene circuits was emphasized in a recent review [@pone.0034536-Kim1].

Many important cellular and organismal periodic processes are controlled by genetic networks with more or less periodic oscillations. From the dynamics point of view, these periodic oscillations are surprising because most genes are present with only small copy numbers---typically one or two copies per cell. Naively, one might expect that the large relative fluctuations normally associated with small molecular numbers would lead to irregular oscillations. In reality, many of these genetic circuits exhibit quite regular periodicity even when the copy numbers are small. The long-term goal of our study is to understand how genetic circuits are able to maintain regular oscillations in spite of the molecular fluctuations associated with small numbers. In this paper, we focus on the connections between two classes of models of gene circuit dynamics: deterministic (ordinary differential equation) models and stochastic models.

Once the key elements of a genetic circuit are identified, the dynamics of the circuit can be specified either by a set of deterministic ordinary differential equations (ODEs) (often called rate equations) or by a stochastic formulation, usually implemented as a Monte Carlo simulation of the dynamics. The stochastic formulation, by design, includes fluctuations due to small molecular numbers. Such fluctuations are of course absent from the ODE models. The goal of this paper is to see how the behavior of stochastic models is related to the deterministic behavior of the commonly used ODE models.

An equivalent stochastic formulation using the so-called master equation [@pone.0034536-vanKampen1] for the dynamics of the probability distribution for the number of molecules of the relevant species is, in most cases, intractable for anything but the simplest networks. There are also intermediate methods that add stochastic terms to the deterministic differential equation models. These intermediate methods are often described by chemical Langevin equations [@pone.0034536-Gillespie2], which can be derived from the master equation for the probability distribution under appropriate approximations. While the stochastic models are viewed as being more realistic than the rate equation models for gene circuits, they are computationally expensive even for modest size networks. Thus, we would like to understand when the ODE results can be used in place of the stochastic models and when they cannot.

The usual mathematical folklore is that the behavior described by the stochastic simulations should approach that described by the rate equations as the number of molecules, including the number of gene copies, becomes large. What is generally lacking is any prediction of how large those numbers must be to see similar behavior. In the absence of analytical solutions for the probability distributions that result from the chemical master equation, we must resort to simulations and phenomenological models, which we shall pursue in this paper.

The converse problem, how the deterministic results are modified as the number of genes and molecules gets smaller, can be treated in a systematic fashion via the so-called omega-expansion of the master equation as developed by van Kampen [@pone.0034536-vanKampen1]. This approach yields, as a first approximation, the rate equations for the system dynamics. The next terms in the expansion (proportional to , where *N* is a measure of the system size) give a Langevin equation description of the dynamics: rate equations supplemented with stochastic driving terms.

For realistic biological systems, however, we are almost always concerned with small gene copy numbers and relatively small numbers of mRNAs and proteins. The question then arises of how the dynamics are modified as these numbers increase though they remain far from the traditional "thermodynamic (large number) limit."

The gene circuit model used here falls into the class of "excitable" dynamical systems: for a range of parameter values, the behavior of the system tends toward a time-independent steady state (after initial transients die away). However, a sufficiently large perturbation can push the system away from its steady state conditions and excite a large excursion (a protein production burst, for a gene circuit) before the system returns to the steady state. For an excitable gene circuit, we have found as expected (the details are given in what follows) that as the gene copy number increases, the molecular (stochastic) model results, in general, approach those of the rate equation (ODE) model as long as the parameter values are significantly different from those on the border between oscillations and steady-state behavior in the rate equation model. Near the boundary between the two dynamical regimes, however, the stochastic model behavior is oscillatory with a regularity that is almost independent of gene copy number (at least over the range of gene copy numbers \[between 1 and 48\] explored in this study). This is a new result that may have implications for the evolutionary interpretation of the design of genetic oscillators: there may be an advantage in having oscillating genetic networks poised on the boundary (as defined by rate equations) between oscillatory and steady-state behavior because in that regime, the oscillator properties are reasonably independent of gene copy number. This behavior might be studied experimentally using synthetic gene networks [@pone.0034536-Murphy1] [@pone.0034536-Lu1].

What remains missing is a method for predicting how the convergence to the deterministic behavior depends on the numbers of the various molecular constituents and the parameter values. For an excitable system, the answer to this question should depend on the parameters of the dynamical model that determine the height of the escape barrier that sets the excitability of the system\'s dynamics. Later in this paper, we provide a phenomenological model that may guide more formal analytical treatments.

The effects of gene copy number variation are of interest more broadly because it has been recognized that such variations lead to phenotypic variation and, in some cases, disease. In a recent paper [@pone.0034536-Acar1], the effects of deleting one copy of various genes in the galactose response system in the yeast *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* were studied and modeled to explore if and how the system compensates for changes in "network dosage" (essentially changes in gene copy number). Copy number variations in the human genome have been explored in recent studies [@pone.0034536-Sudmant1] [@pone.0034536-Mills1].

An extreme case occurs in aneuploidy [@pone.0034536-Torres1], which refers to having an abnormal number of chromosomes. Aneuploidy can affect health and disease as well as phenotypic variations [@pone.0034536-Pavelka1]. Experiments have shown that cells do not generally compensate for changes in gene copy or chromosome number [@pone.0034536-Springer1]. Gene copy number variations may also result in nervous system disorders [@pone.0034536-Lee1].

In recent work [@pone.0034536-Zakharova1], Zakharova et al have investigated system-size effects in cellular network models of oscillatory gene circuits. The models allow coupling among the gene circuits in different cells. Their work focused on seeing how the so-called stochastic bifurcations [@pone.0034536-Arnold1] change as the number of cells in the network changes. Stochastic bifurcations are marked by changes in the structure of the probability distributions for the proteins produced by the gene circuits. For the model used, the authors found that the stochastic bifurcations were similar for networks with 1, 2, and 500 cells.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Oscillatory Gene Circuit Model {#s2a}
------------------------------

Since most real gene circuits are complex with many interacting genes and proteins, we have focused on a relatively simple model of a genetic oscillator [@pone.0034536-Vilar1], which we shall refer to as the VKBL model. This model involves two genes, their promoter regions, the messenger RNAs, and two product proteins, one of which enhances the production of both proteins while the other forms a complex with the activator protein thus effectively inhibiting the production. In an earlier study, Hilborn and Erwin (2008) found that the regularity of the oscillations in this model shows a local maximum as a function of gene copy number, an effect known as stochastic coherence (or coherence resonance). This was the first systematic study of stochastic coherence in a gene circuit model. In the current study, we have explored a wider range of parameter values to understand the conditions under which stochastic coherence occurs in this model and to explore the connections between the molecular (stochastic chemical reaction) model of the dynamics and the rate equation (ODE) model of the dynamics. In the stochastic model version, we have found oscillations over a much wider range of parameters, including those for which the differential equation model predicts only a steady-state. (This fact was pointed by Vilar et al. but not explored in detail.) Our results show that the rate equation predictions must be interpreted carefully and that the presumably more realistic stochastic model often shows dramatically different behavior.

The VKBL model is described in terms of 16 reactions: In Eqs. (1)--(16), the non-italic symbols represent the specific molecule type (rather than the number of molecules). and represent the DNA operator sites with and without protein A (Activator) bound, respectively. and are the corresponding R (Repressor) protein operator sites. M~A~ and M~R~ are the mRNAs for the two proteins. C represents the Activator-Repressor complex. The model assumes that when the complex decomposes Activator is degraded. Thus, appears in Eq. (15). W, X, Y, and Z are inactive decay products. The model ignores any changes in concentration due to cell growth or cell division (mitosis). The numerical values of the parameters are given in [Table 1](#pone-0034536-t001){ref-type="table"}; they are the same as those used by [@pone.0034536-Vilar1]. A schematic diagram of the VKBL model is shown in [Fig. 1](#pone-0034536-g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![A schematic diagram of the VKBL model.\
The symbols next to the reaction arrows are the reaction rate parameters. The other symbols are defined in the text. Modified from a similar figure in Vilar et al 2002 [@pone.0034536-Vilar1].](pone.0034536.g001){#pone-0034536-g001}

10.1371/journal.pone.0034536.t001

###### Numerical values of the parameters used in this study.

![](pone.0034536.t001){#pone-0034536-t001-1}

  Parameter       Numerical Value
  ----------- -----------------------
  *θ~A~*             50 h^−1^
  *γ~A~*       1 molecules^−1^ h^−1^
  *θ~R~*             100 h^−1^
  *γ~R~*       1 molecules^−1^ h^−1^
  *α~A~*             50 h^−1^
  *α′~A~*            500 h^−1^
  *α~R~*            0.01 h^−1^
  *α′~R~*            50 h^−1^
  *δ~MA~*            10 h^−1^
  *δ~MR~*            0.5 h^−1^
  *δ~A~*              1 h^−1^
  *β~A~*             50 h^−1^
  *β~R~*              5 h^−1^
  *γ~C~*       2 molecules^−1^ h^−1^

They are the same as those used by [@pone.0034536-Vilar1]. , the R protein degradation rate, is used as a control parameter.

The dynamics predicted by the 16 reactions can be simulated by means of the Gillespie algorithm [@pone.0034536-Gillespie1], [@pone.0034536-Gillespie3], which makes use of computer-generated random numbers to implement the reactions stochastically in such a way that times between reactions of a particular type follow an exponential distribution and the probability of a reaction\'s occurring is proportional to its reaction rate constant. [Figure 2](#pone-0034536-g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the dynamics of the R protein for the R protein degradation rate .

![R protein number as a function of time (in hours).\
Upper panel: R protein degradation rate (and other parameters as described in the text) with the dynamics simulated using the stochastic algorithm (Gillespie model). Gene copy = 1. The corresponding rate equation model predicts perfectly periodic oscillations, as shown in the lower panel, for this set of parameters.](pone.0034536.g002){#pone-0034536-g002}

The VKBL model can also be described by nine rate equations for the number (or equivalently, concentrations, since we are dealing with a fixed volume) of bound and unbound operator sites, mRNAs, and the resulting proteins and the protein complex. Following the notation of [@pone.0034536-Vilar1], we write the rate equations as where the italic symbols indicate the number (concentration) of molecules present of each type. The rate equation model treats the molecular numbers (concentrations) as continuous variables.

In exploring the dynamics of the VKBL model, we used *δ~R~*, the degradation rate of protein R, as the control parameter. (There is some empirical evidence that protein degradation plays a role in controlling circadian oscillation periods [@pone.0034536-Busino1].) For *δ~R~*\<0.087812..., the rate equations predict that the system will move towards a steady state with unchanging numbers of proteins A and R. For *δ~R~*\>0.087812..., the behavior consists of perfectly periodic oscillations consisting of bursts of mRNA and protein production. In the language of nonlinear dynamics, (with the values of the other parameters listed in [Table 1](#pone-0034536-t001){ref-type="table"}) marks a subcritical Hopf bifurcation in the dynamical behavior of the ODE model. For this bifurcation, no hysteresis (bistability) is evident. [Figure 3](#pone-0034536-g003){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the bifurcation by plotting the maximum and minimum values of *R*(*t*) as a function of .

![A bifurcation diagram for the genetic circuit model.\
The maximum and minimum numbers of protein R are plotted as a function of the R protein degradation rate with gene copy number = 1. For the system displays steady-state (time independent) behavior.](pone.0034536.g003){#pone-0034536-g003}

The VKBL model exhibits excitable behavior for *δ~R~*\<0.087812 : the rate equations predict that concentrations will tend to steady state values, but a sufficiently large perturbation will induce a burst of mRNA and protein production before the behavior returns to the steady state. In that range of parameter values, however, the stochastic simulations show more or less regular bursts of protein production---a type of noise-induced oscillation. The dynamics of the system can be understood by plotting the nullclines for a reduced version of the VKBL model [@pone.0034536-Vilar1]. The reduced model is a two-variable model derived by assuming that the molecular numbers of all the species except proteins R and C equilibrate to the instantaneous values of the numbers of R and C. The system is then described by two differential equations: whereand

For the reduced model, the intersection of the nullclines (the curves for which d*R*/d*t* and d*C*/d*t* = 0) determine the fixed point for the system. [Figure 4](#pone-0034536-g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the nullclines with the *RC* plane projection of a trajectory from the full stochastic model superposed for , for which value the fixed point is stable. The ODE version of the model shows just steady state behavior (after transients die away while the stochastic model shows noise-induced oscillations.

![A phase-space diagram for the genetic circuit model.\
Panel (a): The nullclines for the reduced model described by Eqns. (26) and (27) with the R protein degradation rate are shown by the dash and dash-dot lines. The *RC* plane projection of a trajectory from the full stochastic model is superposed. This segment of the trajectory consists of three protein bursts. The phase space point circulates in the direction indicated by the arrows. Panel (b): An expanded view of panel (a) in the neighborhood of the fixed point, indicated by the arrow near the lower left corner.](pone.0034536.g004){#pone-0034536-g004}

As an aside, we note that excitable systems may also display (relatively) small amplitude oscillations around the steady-state fixed point. See, for example [@pone.0034536-Galla1], and [@pone.0034536-Boland1]. We ignore those small-amplitude oscillations here.

To investigate the connection between the behavior of the ODE model and the stochastic simulation model, we study how the average time between protein production bursts---the inter-burst interval (IBI)---and the regularity of the inter-burst intervals depends on the system size. We change the system size in two ways: (1) by varying the gene copy number and (2) by varying the transcription rates (with gene copy number fixed). We note that system-size effects in a model close to the one described here were studied by [@pone.0034536-Steuer1], in which the overall volume of the system was increased, keeping concentrations fixed. Using the chemical Langevin equation method, Hou and Zin [@pone.0034536-Hou1] studied the volume dependence of noise effects in a simplified circadian clock network consisting of only mRNA and two proteins. The latter paper did not involve the gene copy number explicitly.

Results {#s3}
=======

Gene Copy Number Variation {#s3a}
--------------------------

We first examine how the system behavior depends on the gene copy number. As mentioned previously, for the rate equation model predicts that protein bursts will occur at regular intervals. The stochastic simulation model exhibits similar behavior for all values of the gene copy number studied here (1 through 48). This behavior is illustrated in [Fig. 5](#pone-0034536-g005){ref-type="fig"}.

![R protein number as as a function of time (in hours).\
The R protein degradation rate with the dynamics calculated with the stochastic algorithm. The rate equation model predicts a time-independent steady-state (after transients die away) for this set of parameter values. Gene copy number = 1.](pone.0034536.g005){#pone-0034536-g005}

For values below the bifurcation value, the ODE model predicts a time-independent steady state (no protein bursts). The stochastic simulation model yields protein bursts throughout this parameter range (i.e. the stochastic model predicts noise-induced oscillations) as illustrated in [Fig. 6](#pone-0034536-g006){ref-type="fig"}, which shows how the time between protein bursts (the inter-burst interval, IBI) depends on gene copy number for several values of , the R protein degradation rate, near the ODE bifurcation value. For values well above the bifurcation value, the IBIs are almost independent of gene copy number. This behavior is expected because the ODE model gives perfectly periodic oscillations for those parameter values and we anticipate that the stochastic simulation results should approach those of the ODE model as the gene copy number increases. There is an overall trend as well: as increases, the time between bursts decreases since the protein degradation rate is the dominant effect in setting the length of the protein burst.

![The inter-burst interval (IBI) plotted as a function of the logarithm of the gene copy number.\
Four values of the control parameter , the R protein degradation rate, were used with the stochastic simulation model. Lines have been added to guide the eye.](pone.0034536.g006){#pone-0034536-g006}

For parameter values close to and below the ODE bifurcation value , the IBI increases as the gene copy number increases as seen in [Fig. 6](#pone-0034536-g006){ref-type="fig"}. The behavior begins to approache that of the ODE model (steady state) with (on average) longer times between bursts. In addition, the time between bursts becomes more irregular, as discussed below, and illustrated in [Fig. 7](#pone-0034536-g007){ref-type="fig"}. The amplitude of the bursts, however, becomes more regular (in terms of relative fluctuations) compared to the behavior with gene copy number = 1 ([Fig. 5](#pone-0034536-g005){ref-type="fig"}).

![Protein R number versus time (in hours).\
The data were calculated using the stochastic simulation method. The R protein degradation rate with gene copy number = 24. Compare with [Fig. 5](#pone-0034536-g005){ref-type="fig"} where gene copy = 1.](pone.0034536.g007){#pone-0034536-g007}

We characterize the regularity of the protein bursts with a regularity parameter defined as the ratio of the average IBI (*T*) to the standard deviation of the IBIs:where var *T* is the variance of the IBIs. [Figure 8](#pone-0034536-g008){ref-type="fig"} shows the regularity of the time intervals between protein bursts as a function of gene copy number for values above, near, and below the bifurcation value. We see that for well below the bifurcation value, the regularity decreases as the gene copy number increases, reflecting the increasing irregularity of the time between protein bursts.

![The average regularity of the protein burst intervals plotted as a function of the logarithm of the gene copy number.\
Four values of the control parameter , the R protein degradation rate, were used with the stochastic simulation. The average was taken over 10 independent noise realizations. In most cases the uncertainty bars are smaller than the plotted symbols. Lines added to guide the eye.](pone.0034536.g008){#pone-0034536-g008}

For well above the bifurcation value, we see that the regularity increases rapidly with gene copy number as expected since the stochastic simulation results should approach the completely periodic () results from the ODE model for large gene copy numbers. Close to the bifurcation value, however, the regularity is almost independent of gene copy number, at least over the range of values explored here. This effect is analogous to "critical slowing down" (very long relaxation times) near phase transitions in thermodynamic systems [@pone.0034536-Yeomans1], [@pone.0034536-Sethna1].

Changing transcription rates {#s3b}
----------------------------

We can also change the number of molecules in the system by increasing the transcription rates, leaving the gene copy numbers fixed. For the sake of simplicity, we implemented these increases by multiplying all of the transcription rates by a common factor *transMF*. [Figure 9](#pone-0034536-g009){ref-type="fig"} displays the regularity of the protein burst intervals as a function of *transMF* for four values of the control parameter , the R protein degradation rate. We see the same general trends that are shown in [Fig. 8](#pone-0034536-g008){ref-type="fig"}, but the rise in regularity for is not as dramatic as that shown in [Fig. 8](#pone-0034536-g008){ref-type="fig"}.

![The average regularity of the protein bursts as a function of the logarithm of the transcription rate multiplicative factor *transMF*.\
Four different values of , the R protein degradation rate, were used with the stochastic simulation method. Gene copy number = 1. The averages were computed from 10 independent noise realizations.](pone.0034536.g009){#pone-0034536-g009}

We can also compare the two methods of varying system size by looking at the regularity results in cases where the product of the gene copy number and the transcription rate multiplicative factor is constant. Three such comparisons are shown in [Table 2](#pone-0034536-t002){ref-type="table"}. Note that in all three cases, the product with the higher gene copy number yields a regularity larger than that in the case with the higher *transMF*, though the differences are not large compared to the standard deviation of each of the regularity results. These results tell us that increasing the gene copy number (at least for small gene copy numbers) is more effective in enhancing the regularity than is increasing the transcription rates.

10.1371/journal.pone.0034536.t002

###### Regularity of the protein burst intervals for several combinations of the product gene copy number×*transMF*.

![](pone.0034536.t002){#pone-0034536-t002-2}

  *transMF*→gene copy number ↓       0.5          1           2           3
  ------------------------------ ----------- ----------- ----------- -----------
  1                                           7.39±0.12   7.65±0.11   7.84±0.13
  2                               7.63±0.13   8.32±0.13              
  3                                           8.02±0.17              

The R protein degradation rate . Compare regularity values with identical products (gene copy number)×(*transMF*).

Modeling the Interburst Interval {#s3c}
--------------------------------

The results presented above came from stochastic simulations of the dynamics of the VKBL model. One might ask if a more analytic approach is available to predict the average interburst interval and the regularity of the resulting bursts. For relatively simple models of excitable systems, the answer is yes, but even then the formalism is moderately complex and may require numerical evaluation of integrals to obtain quantitative results [@pone.0034536-Hilborn1].

To develop a simpler formal description of these effects, we model the stochastic dynamics as a so-called first-passage problem [@pone.0034536-vanKampen1]. Let us assume that the system has settled into the state space region around the ODE fixed point. With small values of the noise amplitude, the system will remain near that fixed point. However, if a sufficiently large noise "kick" occurs, the system can escape from the neighborhood of the fixed point and undergo a large excursion through state space producing a burst of proteins before returning to the neighborhood of the fixed point (low protein numbers in the model considered here). This behavior indicates that there is an escape barrier near the fixed point, the "height" of which depends on the system parameters. A typical average first passage time *τ* for escape can be expressed aswhere *B* is the barrier height (expressed in terms of molecule numbers), *STD* is the noise standard deviation and *τ~0~* is a parameter that sets the time scale for the system under study. For low and moderate noise amplitudes, the duration of the burst (the long excursion through state space) *T~B~* is approximately independent of the noise amplitude. The overall time between bursts is then given byWhen *STD* is very small compared to *B*, the average time between bursts will be large. The system hardly ever escapes from the fixed point region. As the noise amplitude increases, *τ* decreases: larger noise kicks allow the system to escape from the fixed point region more quickly.

The barrier height is determined by the model parameters (e.g. in the VKBL model) including the gene copy number. For typical chemical reaction models (exponentially distributed times between reactions), the noise standard deviation *STD* is proportional to the square root of the number of molecules present (Poisson distribution). To reproduce the observed IBI as a function of gene copy number, we must have the barrier height proportional to the gene copy number raised to some power greater than 1/2. For this model, let\'s assume the barrier height is proportional to the gene copy number *N* and that , the Poisson distribution result. Eq. (32) then becomes [Figure 10](#pone-0034536-g010){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of fitting Eq. (33) to the protein interburst intervals (IBIs) calculated from the simulation data. The model provides a reasonable fit to the data over a large range of gene copy numbers.

![The protein interburst interval (IBI) plotted as a function of the logarithm of the gene copy number.\
Squares: results from Eq. (33) with *T* ~0~ = 56 hrs, *a* = 0.35 and Circles: results from the stochastic simulation of the reactions in Eqs. (1)--(16) with the R protein degradation rate .](pone.0034536.g010){#pone-0034536-g010}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

The results presented in this paper indicate that stochastic effects due to small gene copy numbers play an important role in the dynamics of oscillatory gene networks. Many of these networks are described by models whose behavior is "excitable." That is, in the absence of stochastic fluctuations, the model may predict time-independent steady state concentrations of mRNA and the associated proteins. However, when stochastic effects, primarily due to fluctuations associated with small gene copy numbers, are taken into account, the model may predict (more or less regular) bursts of mRNA and protein production. If the parameters of the model are close to the boundary between steady state behavior and oscillatory behavior for the deterministic (non-stochastic) model, the stochastic model may exhibit this burst behavior over a wide range of gene copy numbers. For large gene copy numbers, one would expect the behavior of the stochastic model to approach that of the deterministic model, but close to the boundary between steady-state and oscillatory behavior (a bifurcation), that convergence can be very slow.

From the biological perspective, one might argue that Nature allows the system parameters to evolve to be close to the bifurcation boundary because in that parameter region, the average time between mRNA and protein bursts and the regularity of those bursts is relatively independent of gene copy number and transcription and translation rates. Whether this conclusion is true in a system exhibiting a supercritical Hopf bifurcation will be explored in future work.
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